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..the child absorbs
what they see, hear,
smell, taste and feel in
their environment,
every day,
constantly learning
from everything
around them,
in school and
at home…

Bringing the Montessori environment to our homes can be exciting for our little ones but perhaps
a tiny bit intimidating, possibly daunting, for some parents. Everything in our home is built for
grown-ups and so are the furnishings we bring into it. But now we have to look at our home in a
new light, viewing it from our child’s perspective! How do we create a nursery that helps a baby
develop focus, design a bedroom that gives a toddler the freedom of movement, and enhance
areas in our home that promote independence and build self confidence?
Dr. Maria Montessori is an unbelievable woman with a mind ahead of her time. With an open
heart, astute power of observation and a keen interest in helping children, she developed a
pioneering approach to educating children a century ago that is still practiced today. Deep rooted
in the Montessori philosophy is the recognition that the environment the child interacts with daily
has a significant influence on his or her growth. The home environment is one of such places. We
believe every parent should have a Montessori-inspired kid-friendly home that is functional and
beautiful. Here are three things our children can benefit from and what we can do.
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..child sized
furnishings, floor
beds…help the
child view things in
a new light and aid
in exciting new
discoveries
every day

1. Give them freedom of movement. A simple floor bed or child-size furniture allows the child to
move freely, to explore and uncover objects and materials on their own, wonder and think about
them, and be fascinated by them. Our children are curious little beings, filled with a desire to learn
and the environment is a natural educator. Leave them to navigate their space and, over time, an
independent and self-assured little person will emerge and amaze us.
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…open shelves give easy access to
little hands, sensible arrangement
encourages organized play…

2. Let them explore, wonder, focus. Concentration is a part of life and the child who concentrates is
immensely happy…words of wisdom from Dr. Montessori. What can we do? Start with a neutral
palette, the perfect backdrop to draw attention to the attractive toys and materials on display.
Purposefully arranged materials placed in wooden trays or clear containers, and set at the child’s
eye-level, allows the them to independently choose what they want to play and put them back
when done. The materials are replaced every few weeks to keep things fresh and interesting. The
right amount of challenge from the materials and support from the environment will keep the child
focused in a quietly satisfying way.
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…outdoor jackets and

“I will go get my

backpacks hung at a

favorite books so we

good height ready for

can read them

a quick morning

together…”

dash…

let’s
help them

v

to help
themselves...

…lower shelves for

“I want to pick my

pint size shoes, grab

shirt and pants, and

and go whenever little

put on my undies by

one is ready…

myself…”

3. Help them become independent. It builds confidence and prepares our child for life. It seems
counter intuitive that our little helpers are filled with such enthusiasm and eagerness to assist and
learn, yet often our home environment does not support their efforts. With some Montessori
knowledge and a little encouragement, every home can be designed to function optimally for the
small child…in the bedroom, the entryway, kitchen, bathroom, living room…just about anywhere
our little ones spend time in. How heartwarming it is to see that glow in their eyes or smile on their
faces when they realize they’ve achieved something…..makes it worth all our efforts!
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“A place for everything and everything in its place”.

montessori at-home design service
How does it work? Schedule a prepaid 2-hour on-site consultation, a
collaborative

session

where

we

observe

your

child(ren)

at

play

and

interacting with their environment, learn about your needs, style and
design direction, and share with you valuable information grounded on
the Montessori philosophy including room layouts, ideas of furnishings to

v

be incorporated, organization materials and retail sources to shop with,
as applicable.

Through this meeting, we hope to impart helpful tips and ideas specific to
your home and child(ren), and have a clear picture of the effort going
forward, if deemed necessary.
1.5-hour consultation fee, $450.00 (plus service tax)
Subsequent hourly fee, $250.00 (plus service tax) for each hour

about
Hi, I’m Jou-Soot, founder and principal designer at Real
Happy Living. RHL was founded in 2016. That year, I gave
birth to a little boy and a whole new world of design came
to life for me! Fascinated by the observations and learning
of Dr. Maria Montessori and her child-focused educational
principles, I designed my son’s bedroom and play spaces
incorporating her ideas. Watching my little one over the
years, I saw firsthand how beautiful, simple and orderly
spaces influenced his development.
It’s been amazing to see my son bloomed into a confident
independent little person, nurtured by an environment that
is thoughtfully curated and created with Montessoriinspired attention to detail. As a parent, I understand how
overwhelming it can feel preparing for a new baby,
adapting to the constantly developing child and desiring to
create a sanctuary at home for them.
I look forward to going along this journey with you.
Cheers,

Jousoot

t. 646 331 8813
e. jchung@realhappyliving.com

